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is a music production software where creativity meets inspiration and a DAW designed for every producer.
The program ensures that all musicians and sound engineers know their stuff. The program allows you to burn
your tracks to CD and DVD, edits and adds various effects, works in mixing modes (even after the road tracks

have been cleared), allows you to record vocals, music and songs directly to MP3, WAV or OGG files. The
comprehensive audio editor supports a wide range of audio formats and plug-ins, including MP3 (WAV),

WMA, OGM and FLAC. The improved DA WAVE audio editor is designed specifically for writing music and
means that it has created special tools for vocals, sound processing and music production. The program uses
the same editor as the editors for WAV, WMA and OG-format, with the addition of new features. The main
task in the work of such an editor, both in creating music is mixing, and orchestration. Tools such as loops
(presets) and harmonica sets (passage bases) allow you to create musical parts in the built-in score for your

favorite band's disc. There is also a choice between major-minor, sequence and modular-modular principles of
operation, which allows you to create more complex musical works. The built-in sequencer allows you to

overdub several songs from one song to another, thus creating unique compositions. In DA*WAVE you can
not only record melodies and words, but also add various filters, transformers, equalizers and equalizers. The
program also supports editing using a variety of effects, such as shift, reverb, compression, overlay, or just

noise reduction. A variety of plugins for editing and adding effects - AuPlug, Delay, Phaser, Zoom Tool, LFO,
Clip Tool - allows you to customize any sound instrument. DA *WAVEOFIT is a new and very convenient full-

time audio editor with high-quality recording of vocals and music. It was the Power Wave Audio Editor
program that served as the basis for DA (at least from the point of view of users who are accustomed to the

original interface and who had some other recording programs before that). Program
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